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Convenors Report
2013 has been a year of change on many fronts, with us
saying goodbye to old friends and welcoming new.
Over the year the leadership of our organization has changed
with a new joint CEO in Gary Fry, and myself stepping up
as the new chair of the board. The board has also changed
with Julian Harris and Nick Bearlin-Allardice departing whilst
Michelle Walker, and Mark Caddey have joined. Louise
Johnston, and Sharyn Wilson continue to kindly give their
time and considerable experience to round out the board with
our organisation’s stalwart founder Sue Lennox.
Behind the scenes the board has looked to strengthen our
procedures and governance in line with the new regulations
laid down by the Australian Charities and Not-For-Profit
Commission. Fortunately our existing approach was already
well in order, so this is more of a minor revision than major
changes that other organisations have faced with respect to
this.
I am pleased to see that our flagship program of Youth Leading the World continues to go from strength to
strength with us increasing our locations from 42 in 2012 to 70 in 2013. We conducted activities not only
in Australia but also in India, Timor L’Este, Guatemala, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Colombia, Bangladesh,
Canada, USA, Kiribati, Uganda and Kyrgystan, demonstrating OzGreen is a truly global organization.
Youth Leading the World continues to showcase our core mission “educating people around the world
enabling them to take action to improve their environment”.
The immediate outlook is as challenging as ever with the Australian economy finally coming under
pressure from the Global Financial Crisis, from which it has hitherto been relatively immune, coupled
with recent changes in political leadership making the future look particularly onerous. At the same time
we are becoming more aware every day of just how serious, wide ranging, and pressing the climate
and environmental challenges have become, meaning the need for the work of our organisation is more
essential than ever.
Our leadership challenge this year is to establish a solid base of funding, especially for Youth Leading the
World, to ensure the program can continue to be delivered and expanded and that its legacy of positive
global change is secured.
Finally thanks as always to our donors large and small, our employees and countless volunteers – know
what you do is making a real difference in securing a better future and improving the planet we all share.
Gavin Keeley
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CEO’s Report
Transitions
Sue Lennox (Co-Founder/ Co-CEO) and Gary Fry Co-CEO
Report to OzGREEN Annual General Meeting, 25 September
2013
This year has been a year of transitions for OzGREEN.
Transitions that build the resilience and capacity of the
organisation to contribute to more sustainable and just
futures.
We have welcomed Gary Fry to our team as Co-CEO, job
sharing the role with OzGREEN’s Co-Founder Sue Lennox.
Sue focuses on Youth Leading the World (YLTW). Gary
focuses on the Great Eastern Ranges Initiative (GER). We
both focus on enabling OzGREEN to grow and shine.
Youth Leading the World is moving to a greater focus on training-the-trainers. This is key to the continued
expansion of the reach and impact of YLTW. Of the 12 Facilitator Trainings conducted this year, 4 were
conducted by OzGREEN. The others were run by our talented team of Lead Facilitators in Colombia,
Guatemala, Costa Rica, Tasmania, Swan Hill, California and Argentina.
This year has also seen the transition of the Convenor role, with Julian Harris stepping down from the
start of 2013 after 4 years on the OzGREEN Board. We are delighted to welcome Gavin Keeley to the role.
We also farewelled Nick Allardice after a 10 year history with OzGREEN, including 5 years on the Board.
Nick has taken up the challenging role of heading up Change.org in the Asia-Pacific Region. We wish
Julian and Nick all the best and thank them both for the huge contributions they have made to OzGREEN.
We welcomed Michelle Walker and Mark Caddey to the Board, and recognise the suite of skills that exists
across the OzGREEN Board.
The most challenging transition has been the very sad death of our dearest friend Mahantji (Prof Veer
Bhadra Mishra), Founder and President of the Sankat Mochan Foundation and the Clean Ganges Campaign.
Mahantji’s eldest son, Vishwambhar Nath Mishra, has succeeded as the new Mahant of Sankat Mochan
Temple (a role he has been prepared for since birth) and also was elected as the new President of the
Sankat Mochan Foundation.
Sue was invited to give keynote programs during the year, including Leadership Training for the University
of California Irvine, TEDx talk in Orange County USA, Students of Sustainability in Tasmania, Luminosity
Youth Summit in Port Macquarie.
Two achievements are particularly worth highlighting:
Ten fold growth in Youth Leading the World, to reach 70 locations across Australia and globally (up from
7 in 2009).
Establishing the GER Stepping Stones Project in the Hunter Valley. This is a significant and exciting
project for OzGREEN as it firmly moves us into a different NRM sphere.
We would like to extend a special thanks to OzGREEN staff, volunteers, YLTW Facilitators, OzGREEN
Board and OzGREEN Fund for the Rivers Board. You have enabled ozGREEN to shoot some big goals
this year, and helped to steady the course as we negotiate the exciting waters of seeking to change the
course of history. Thank you for your wisdom, patience and thoughtful advice.
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CEO’s Report
Thanks to OzGREEN partners and supporters
Sankat Mochan Foundation (Varanasi, India)
Green Timor L’Este (Oecusse)
Project Seres, Central America
OpEPA, Colombia
UC Irvine Environment Institute (USA)
Great Eastern Ranges Initiative (GER):
Partners Greening Australia, Nature Conservation Trust, National Parks Association, NSW Office for
Environment and Heritage; GER Jaliigirr Biodiversity Alliance Coffs Coast; GER Hunter Valley (NSW
Environmental Trust); Australian Government Clean Energy Future – Biofund supporting the GER Stepping
Stones project in the Hunter Valley.
Interface – partners in the Macarthur Region 2010-2013.
Northern Territory Government – EnvironmeNT Grants 2006-2013.
Skretting – partners in Tasmania 2011-2013.
The Penn Foundation supporting the East Timor program since 2007.
John Skipper Kelly Trust – supporting our youth leadership programs.
Mallesons Stephen Jaques – providing pro-bono legal advice since 2004. Special thanks to Karen Coleman.
Australian Charities Fund – corporate staff giving programs (including Sydney Opera House, Caltex and
Foxtel).

Introducing Gary Fry
Gary Fry and his family moved to Bellingen from central Australia mid-2012. For the past 9 years, he had
been Director of the Alice Springs Desert Park, a combination of botanic garden, zoo and cultural centre,
committed to engaging people through narratives and conversations. When working for the Desert Park,
Gary first met Sue and subsequently the Desert Park hosted YLTW. In a moment of great serendipity,
Gary and Libby were at that time looking at buying a home in Bellingen.
Gary’s engagement with OzGREEN is a natural fit. He has always worked in the field of conservation,
with some responsibilities around sustainability education, and he and his family have a long-standing
personal commitment to the reduction of their ecological footprint.

Gary Fry with the Hon. Robyn Parker MP, Minister for the
Environment
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About OzGREEN
OzGREEN educates people around the world, enabling them to
take action to improve their environment.
OzGREEN educates, engages and empowers people to tackle critical environmental
sustainability challenges (such as climate change and water) and become agents for
positive social change. OzGREEN’s transformative learning and leadership programs
foster informed participation, harness people’s special contributions and build pathways
for ongoing engagement.
Formed in 1992, it now operates nationally across Australia and internationally in India,
East Timor, Central America, Papua New Guinea and Pakistan.
The Sustainability in Action Process forms the core of all OzGREEN programs. It has
been honed through 30 years of action research by OzGREEN Co-Founders, Sue and
Colin Lennox. The process was piloted at Freshwater High School 1989-93 (resulting
in school designation as a Centre of Excellence in Environmental Education, UN Media
Peace Prize and National Youth Environment Award).
As a result they were invited to travel to India to help the Clean Ganges campaign.
This journey was to change their lives. Seeing the beauty of River Ganga first hand
and measuring the actual pollution levels, they realised the global water crisis was the
critical issue for the Earth and decided to set up OzGREEN. The following year they left
their work as teachers, sold their home and began work as two volunteers working out
of a borrowed garage.
Today OzGREEN is a best practice provider of sustainability learning and leadership
programs (Winner Eureka Prize for Sustainability Education 2007; AAEE Best Practice
Case Study 2006; Matrix on Board Evaluation Report 2007). Sue and Colin are
recognised as leading Social Entrepreneurs (winners Social Ventures Australia Big
Boost 2002) and Sustainability Educators (Environmental Educators of the Year 1998;
Top 100 Most Influential People in Sydney List Dec 07; Elders at AAEE Conference
Darwin 2008; Canberra 2010).
Since inception, OzGREEN has worked with more than 500 schools, 500 businesses and
many thousands of individuals. In FY08 alone, OzGREEN trained 1,100 sustainability
leaders through its Youth LEAD, Leading with the Heart, MYRiveR and Living Communities
programs, and involved a further 1,600 participants in sustainability education programs
and 14,400 students and 12,000 households in sustainability events and actions in
Australia (and an additional 20,000 internationally in East Timor, India and Papua New
Guinea).
OzGREEN’s leadership programs have resulted in an average 35% reduction in
ecological footprint (measured pre and post programme), demonstrating the success
of OzGREEN’s success in harnessing personal capacity for change.
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About OzGREEN
OzGREEN Objectives
Strengthen the capacity of people to tackle the environmental challenges of our time.
Build and support a network of sustainability leaders who are actively working for change in their
community, business or school.
Innovate and scale educational processes that facilitate rapid transition to environmental sustainability.

Core Values
Sustainability: Learning to live within the limits of one planet, based on the principles of environmental
sustainability:
- Equity for current generations (intra-generational equity);
- Equity for future generations (inter-generational equity); and
- Biodiversity conservation.
Enterprising approach: Educating and enabling people, organisations and communities to develop
innovative sustainability solutions themselves.
Facing the sustainability challenge courageously: Keeping informed about environmental and sustainability
issues as a basis for action. Being authentic and ‘walking the talk’.
Transformative change: Connecting with our own hearts, each other and the earth to create life-changing
outcomes.

Purpose
Building sustainable, resilient communities and organisations that can tackle the ecological and social
challenges of our times.

Vision
A world in which people are in touch with and connected to themselves, other people, and the Earth so
they know in their hearts that their actions are sustainable and they choose to make them so.
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youth Leading the World
YOUth LEADing the World (YLTW) brings youth together to tackle wicked eco-problems & create positive
change.
Imagine thousands of young people coming together across the planet, to tackle global sustainability
challenges such as energy, food, climate change, biodiversity and water and plan together how they can
make a difference. OzGREEN trains and supports local people to run YLTW in their own region. YLTW
began in 7 locations in 2009 and has quickly grown to benefit 70 regions in 2013.
YLTW begins with an annual 3 day youth environmental leadership congress conducted simultaneously
in multiple locations, focusing attention on three ways to make a difference:
INFORM: learning to live within the limits of
one planet;
INNOVATE: action planning for personal and
community change;
INVOLVE: connecting change makers locally
and globally.
YLTW is delivered in collaboration with local
communities,
businesses,
government
agencies, schools, universities, TAFE colleges,
environmental and youth organisations. To
date OzGREEN has partnered with over 200
organisations. Local partners can contribute
financial support and in-kind contributions
such as venue, facilitators, local coordination
and follow-up as young people implement
their action plans.
YLTW Northern Beaches Facilitators
Key benefits for partners include skills
development, engaging young people from their
own community, connecting with local, national and international sustainability networks and support for
implementing sustainability goals.
YLTW 2012 ran 27-29 November and involved 42 locations across Australia and around the world (some
countries with multiple congresses).
YLTW Australian Sites 2012: Albury-Wodonga,
Bathurst, Bellingen, Bendigo, Brisbane, Byron
Bay, Coffs Harbour, Hobart, Muswellbrook,
Newcastle, Nimbin, Port Macquarie, Swan Hill,
Sydney Eastern Suburbs, Sydney North, Sydney
Northern Beaches, Sydney West, Sydney
Macarthur Region.
YLTW International Sites 2012: Bangladesh,
Canada, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Kyrgystan, India, Kiribati, Timor Leste, Uganda.

Trust! North Sydney YLTW
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youth Leading the World
Maud de Groot from The Netherlands
completed a 6 month internship with
OzGREEN, researching the outcomes of
YLTW 2012. The Report concluded that:
The people who were involved in YLTW
have benefitted in many different ways.
Participants have a better understanding of
climate change and sustainability, are more
motivated to take action, met lots of new
people and gained more self-confidence.
Facilitators gained new skills and attitudes
like facilitation skills, public speaking
skills, a better understanding in youth
and more experience in running an event.
Besides personal benefits there were also
professional benefits and benefits for their
organisation, like networking opportunities,
promoting their own program and engaging in the community.

YLTW Bellingen

Feedback from participants and facilitators has been very positive:
•
•
•
•

87%
86%
90%
94%

rated
rated
rated
rated

the
the
the
the

program very enjoyable;
program very interesting;
program very relevant;
overall program very good.

YLTW Facilitator Training Nov 2012
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Great Eastern Ranges
Bringing people together to link and protect healthy habitats from western Victoria through NSW and the
ACT to far north Queensland.
The Great Eastern Ranges Initiative (GER) is one of the largest
conservation partnership projects in the world.
A GER report describes the program as supporting biodiversity by
protecting, managing and restoring the connectivity and habitat
values of native vegetation across all land tenures in the Great
Eastern Ranges Corridor. By maximizing the amount and quality of connected habitat available, the
GER aims to maintain opportunities for species to persist and adapt to the effects of land use change,
continued pressure from inappropriate disturbance and introduced species, and the potential worsening
impacts of a changing climate. It is an adaptive response to mitigate the impacts of past changes, ongoing
pressures and future threats to Australia’s most biodiverse ecosystems which support the majority of our
threatened plants and animals.
OzGREEN is delighted to be one of five Lead Partner organisational members. Such a role is appropriate
for an organisation that has worked in and around, and created partnerships since its inception. Our
work in the GER is manyfold. As a Lead Partner, we work with the other four Lead Partner organisations
providing advice on direction and governance for the entire
project. Operationally, that is a small part of the work of
OzGREEN, though it has great significance. Unlike the other
Lead Partners, we have work in each of Qld, Vic, NSW and
ACT.
The GER is divided into a number of areas, each the
responsibility of a partner. OzGREEN employs Gabriel
Anderson, Facilitator of the Hunter Valley partnership. Gabe
reports elsewhere in this report on his work in the Hunter
Valley. Our responsibilities in the Hunter Valley for GER are
significant and timely. The extent of coal mining activities
in this space is an ongoing reminder of our insatiable needs
as a species, and the impact those activities can have on
other species. With less than 20% of natural vegetation left
in the Hunter Valley, and relentless pressure for resources
by many who may never have visited the Hunter Valley, our
work to link those fragments is vital.
Part of our work within the Hunter Valley, is managing a
project funded through the Federal Government’s Biofund.
That 6 year project worth more than $2.7 million, has
commenced its third year. The project, Stepping Stones, has
a focus within the GER, and is assisting landholders manage
their part of the corridor more effectively, training people in
citizen science techniques, and increasing people’s awareness
of connectivity conservation and carbon sequestration.
We are quite literally creating stepping stones across the
fragmented habitat of the Hunter Valley.

Facilitators Gabriel Anderson and Kirsten
McKimmie show casing the Stepping
Stones project area at the Tocal Field
Day event.

Elsewhere in the Hunter Valley, we are working with Tocal
College on a $100,000 project creating in part, a site which
will show others the types of works they can do, and the outcomes which can be
achieved.
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Great Eastern Ranges
Jaliigirr is the GER partnership around the mid-North Coast, and Gary Fry represents OzGREEN in that
partnership. We have responsibility there for governance and project direction at a local level.
Finally, OzGREEN has focussed its YLTW congresses which fall within the GER, as Youth Leading the GER.
This has been an important aspect to the work of both OzGREEN, and GER, as it is currently the only
project within the GER which specifically targets youth, and which crosses State and Territory borders.
Significantly too, one of the principles which underpins Youth Leading the GER is that of partnerships
and commencing work at an individual level. The success of the GER will also be underpinned by such
individual behaviours.

Gabe Anderson, happy landholders and members of the CVA Bush Regeneration team.
Photo Chris Clifton.
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Great Eastern Ranges - Hunter Valley
The Hunter Valley Partnership has moved into a new stage this year with a major focus on recruiting
landholders, engaging people in the concept and completing on-ground works. Other activities included
presentations and information stalls at field days, community engagement, landholder training workshops
and new partnerships.
The Hunter GER received a boost in May 2012 with a successful Australian Government Biodiversity
Fund grant for $2.7 million over 6 years for the Stepping Stones project. The Stepping Stones project
is a collaboration between the GER Hunter partners, OzGREEN, Muswellbrook Council, Conservation
Volunteers Australia and the Tom Farrell Institute for the Environment at the University of Newcastle. A
project facilitator has been employed in the Upper Hunter hosted by Muswellbrook Council. Through the
Tom Farrell Institute for the Environment GER Hunter has established a presence at the University of
Newcastle. The Stepping Stones project has been launched with a call out to Hunter Landholders through
a series of community service announcements, television advertisements and media articles. See the
Stepping Stones article for more information.
The Hunter Partnership has maintained momentum through its annual partners forum which brought
together 22 organisations this year including seven who were involved for the first time. Additionally a
new collaboration is being built with the Tocal Agricultural College which will be the location for a series
of GER demonstration sites and interpretative material as part of the NSW Environmental Trust Funded
Project.
Other new groups include Hunter Bird Observers club, the Community Environment Network, Greening
Australia, Cessnock City Council, and local Landcare groups.
In the second half of this year there has been a strong focus on On-ground works as a result of the
Biodiversity Fund supported Stepping Stones project. The project has achieved 34 ha of rehabilitation
and almost 1 ha of planting across 176 ha of properties involved in the project.
Through the activities of the GER facilitator a minimum of 1600 people have been reached and a further
one million through partners. At least 800 volunteer hours contributed to the project.

Before and after shots of regeneration work
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Great Eastern Ranges - HUnter Valley
A big thank you to the 2012/13 steering committee who have done a great job directing and supporting
the project and making it a success, in particular our recently retired Chair Wayne Bedggood. Steering
Committee members were:
Adrian Brown - Hunter Central Rivers Catchment Management Authority
Andrew McIntyre – NSW Office of Environment and Heritage
Craig Flemming – Muswellbrook Shire Council
Gary Fry – OzGREEN
Leonie Winner – Conservation Volunteers Australia
Nigel Charnock – Xstrata Coal
Peta Norris - NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
Peter Horn - Hunter Coal Environment Group
Ruth Hardy – Hunter Region Landcare Network
Susan Rowe – Department of Primary Industries
Suzie Worth – Wanaruah Local Aboriginal Lands Council
Tim Roberts – Tom Farrell Institute for the Environment
Wayne Bedggood - Hunter Thoroughbred Breeders Association
The GER Hunter is supported by the NSW Government through its Environmental Trust.

Conservation Volunteers team removing lantana before tree
planting in the Lower Hunter
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Great Eastern Ranges - Stepping Stones
The Stepping Stones Project in the Hunter Valley has really started to lift off in both the Upper and
Lower Hunter areas. Project facilitators Gabriel Anderson in the Lower Hunter and Kirsten McKimmie
in the Upper Hunter are working closely together with project partners Muswellbrook Shire Council,
the Tom Farrell Institute for the Environment and Conservation Volunteers Australia to deliver positive
environmental outcomes for connectivity across the Hunter area including community awareness and
on-ground works.
A number of community engagement activities have
been held including community service announcements
on TV, seven project information sessions, two Atlas of
Living Australia landholder training workshops and one
School Bird Survey, as well as the attendance at the
Tocal Field Days. One particularly successful event was
the information session held at the Two Rivers Winery
in Denman where 45 people attended to listen to talks
from a number of groups including Livestock Health and
Pest Authority (LHPA), Upper Hunter Weeds Authority
(UHWA), NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS), Muswellbrook
Shire Council Environment Department, local business
Farmers Warehouse and of course Stepping Stones.
With weed, pest, and fire management components to
the project it was valuable to make the connection with
the LHPA, UHWA and RFS early on in the project so that
land management efforts can be aligned. The Hunter
Regional Landcare Network and the Hunter Central Rivers
Catchment Management Authority (HCRCMA) have also
been engaged and attended Stepping Stone events.

Denman PS students bird watching at the
James Estate Ridge Walk on Bylong Valley
Way, Sandy Hollow NSW.

Local nurseries are supporting the flora needs of the project’s on-ground work. Wollar Nursery and
Hunter Land Management nursery in the Upper Hunter and Hunter Indigenous Plants in the Lower Hunter
will prove to be a valuable resource for the production of local native stock. By the end of the financial

Landholders gathered at the Stepping Stones information session at the Two Rivers Winery in
Denman NSW.
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Great Eastern Ranges - Stepping Stones
year 500 trees had been planted with another 2000 plus planted in early July.
Media coverage of Stepping Stones project’s events has been great with both local radio and newspapers
publicising the projects events. Through all the engagement activities at last count 20 Landholders with a
total of around 700 ha have nominated their properties as stepping stones to protect and enhance native
habit for connectivity and biodiversity values.
The Stepping Stones Project is supported by the Australia Government’s Clean Energy Future Biodiversity
Fund. See www.gersteppingstones.org.au for further information.

Case Study
The Stepping Stones project enables landholders to engage in biodiversity conservation regardless of
property size. The project aims to create new or enhance existing patches of native vegetation that act as
stepping stones across the landscape. Stepping stones provide key links and enable connectivity between
larger conservation areas.
The Stepping Stones project has been rolled out across the Hunter Valley with particular focus on
Merriwa Plateau, Muswellbrook Shire and the Lower Hunter Green Corridor (Donaldson Conservation
Trust Area). The response to the project has been fantastic with over 130 people engaged in workshops
and information sessions to date.
In the Lower Hunter, Stepping Stones provided bush regeneration support on the 6 ha property of S
and A Brown. The Browns had been working for a number of years to reduce weed infestation on their
bush block. Over three days, the project provided a Conservation Volunteers (CVA) professional bush
regeneration team to tackle major infestations of lantana and fishbone fern across the property. A CVA
team of four removed 99% of the remaining lantana and 1000 square meters of fishbone fern.
The Browns said words could not express their thanks and gratitude for the assistance. Their property
forms part of a key link within the Lower Hunter Green Corridor – from the Watagans to Port Stephens.
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Great Eastern Rangers - Stepping Stones
Also in the Lower Hunter, the Mathersons own an 18 ha block on which they breed Llamas. The property
is cleared except an isolated 2 ha patch of subtropical rainforest and small patches of Dry Rainforest and
Dry Sclerophyll Forest. The Stepping Stones Project provided a CVA volunteer team for 5 days. The team
undertook lantana control around the rainforest patch and conducted infill planting with understorey
species to extend the area. In addition, a new stepping stone was created at the northern end of the
property with a planting of 300 local indigenous trees. The property has now been nominated as a Land
for Wildlife property.
To date the Stepping Stones project has received 80 EOI’s to be involved. In the Lower Hunter, we have
completed projects on 10 properties (total 176 ha). Across these projects we have achieved more than
34 hectares of rehabilitation (Bush Regeneration) and completed almost one hectare of tree planting. We
are currently working with a further 25 landholders to design and implement projects.
The Hunter Valley Partnership Stepping Stones Project is an innovative approach to engaging with
community and landholders to achieve healthy connected landscapes and people. It is a call to action
and an invitation for all to be involved. Stepping Stones is connecting the Hunter Valley one property at
a time.
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Youth Leading the Great Eastern Ranges
November saw the kick off of OzGREEN’s Youth Leading the Great Eastern Ranges Initiative (YLTGER)
to educate, inspire, engage and connect hundreds of young people along the length of the GER corridor.
This is an exciting example of expanding the reach of the GER in partnership with a national organisation,
in this case focussed on building youth leadership.
Participants learnt about sustainability and
the challenges facing the GER locally and
nationally; develop their own youth vision for
creating sustainable, resilient ecosystems and
communities; and plan for action to achieve
this vision. They are now busy implementing
their actions plans, including restoring an
urban creek in Bellingen and “Hug-a-Tree Day”
facebook Campaign.
The project forms part of OzGREEN’s headline
program, Youth Leading the World (YLTW),
that ran in 42 locations in 2012. YLTGER was
supported by a grant from GER and the NSW
Government Environment Trust.
In the NSW Mid North Coast Region 6 schools
took part. The program involved each school
undertaking a day long field trip to monitor
water quality and assess habitat condition of a
Water testing with Coffs High Students
water catchment near their school. At a follow
up meeting participants reviewed their results
and develop a presentation to discuss their
results at the Youth Leading the World Congress in September.
Coffs Harbour High School, Bishop Druitt College and Casuarina Steiner School undertook water quality
monitoring in the Coffs Creek catchment at Coffs Harbour. Chrysalis Steiner School and St Mary’s Primary
School Bellingen monitored the Bellinger River, while Dorrigo High School monitored Bielsdown River
around Dorrigo.
Results for Coffs Creek showed that habitat in the riparian zone was generally in the slightly degraded to
good range. Not bad for a creek that is primarily urban in nature. However the levels of phosphates were
high and levels of faecal coliform were borderline for primary contact (such as swimming). Phosphates
are an essential plant nutrient and are found in many fertilisers as well as being present in sewage
and animal faeces. Elevated levels of phosphates in a waterway can lead to increased algal growth and
potential algal blooms.
The Bellinger River was also found to have high phosphate
levels, however the riparian habitat was found to be slightly
to moderately degraded, decreasing in quality further down
the catchment. This reflects the farming practice of clearing
land to the river bank, leaving little or no riparian zone.
Participants will now follow up this investigative phase
with work on their action plans developed during the Youth
Leading the World congress. We look forward to following
their progress and reporting on the results of their efforts.

Col Lennox with Dorrigo High students.
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Macarthur Youth in Action
The Southern Highlands Hub is an exciting collaboration between two leaders in the area sustainability,
OzGREEN and Interface. Now in its third year, this partnership aims to strengthen the capacity of young
people to create sustainable communities in the Macarthur Region of Sydney. Key programs include Youth
Eco-Leadership Camp, MYRiveR Wollondilly and YOUth LEADing the World. The program was facilitated
by Sue Lennox and Ben Maron.
Participating schools include:
Camden Primary School
Elderslie Primary School
Elizabeth Macarthur High School
St Patrick’s College
Thomas Reddall High School
Wollondilly Anglican College
MYRiveR Wollondilly focused on river health in the upper
catchments of the Nepean and Georges Rivers. Both of these
river systems are significant to the health of the Sydney basin
and the Great Eastern Ranges. Youth Leading the World was
hosted by Wollondilly Anglican College and involved 75 youth
and stakeholders.
The Youth Eco-Leadership Camp was conducted in partnership
with Wooglemai Environmental Education Centre.
Thirty
switched on young people turned up for the 5 day residential
camp in August 2012. The program involved leadership
development, outdoor challenges and skills training to deliver
a school eco-footprint workshop. Participants ran the workshop
with 7 local schools and over 200 students, teaching other
kids how to reduce their ecological footprint. Special thanks
to St Helen’s Park Primary School; Elderslie Primary School;
Mawarra Primary School; Woodand Rd PS; Ambarvale HS;
Leumeah HS; Campbelltown Performing Arts HS.
Feedback was overwhelmingly positive, with 100% of
participants rating the program very interesting and very
relevant. They gained confidence, leadership skills and have
since gone on to establish Environment Groups within their
schools.

Eco-leadership training camp reaching
new heights

Some of the most significant impacts include:
Increased motivation and capacity to lead change.
Being able to develop a plan to make the world better. Thanks
for an amazing time.
Developing a core of really inspiring students who will do stuff.
I gained massive new knowledge about the environment and
made new friends. Very inspirational.

MYRiver water testing
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Tasmanian Youth in Action
Thanks to the generous support of Skretting, OzGREEN has been able to run a more comprehensive
youth leadership development program in Hobart over the last 2 years. Key activities have included the
Youth Leading the World Congress and a follow up Schools Eco-Footprint program.
In November 2012, 35 young people from UTas and Hobart school participated in Youth Leading the
World. In March 2013, YLTW participants had a one day workshop to discuss next steps for their action
plans and to learn how to facilitate a half day eco-footprint at their schools. The in-school workshops
involved a further 200 young people from 5 schools (Hutchins School, Newtown High School, Huonville
High School, Taroona High School and Kingston High
School)
The University of Tasmania School of Geography and
Environmental Studies has hosted YLTW in Hobart
2011, 2012 and 2013. This has involved students
and faculty training as facilitators to run YLTW on
campus; the contribution of venue for training, YLTW
3-day Congress and Community Forum and follow up
meetings; and promotion of YLTW through university
networks. UTas students have taken a lead role
in extending the reach of YLTW to new regions in
Tasmania.
“YLTW has immense potential for engaging young
Tasmanian youth getting it sorted
Australians with sustainability issues. Our school
delivers several units of study in sustainability. There
is considerable scope for our students to benefit from
YLTW as it enables them to bring together several aspects of sustainability, brainstorm solutions and set
their own goals towards a sustainable future. We would like to support YLTW and hope it continues to
grow in 2013 and beyond.“ (Dr Michael Lockwood, Senior Lecturer, Environmental Planning, University
of Tasmania).
“It’s great to see all the students here just take everything onboard. The facilitators have been absolutely
brilliant just guiding the students through their activities. To see where they were on the first day to
where they finished up now is quite amazing. “ (Warren Bounds, Teacher New Town High School)
“Most of us first came here hoping that we’d learn something that maybe we could use in the future.
But we’re actually going to use it and we’ve made plans on how we are actually going to use this in the
future. it’s pretty incredible meeting with a vast group of like minded people, that think like you and
really connect with them.” (Connah Johnstone, Kingston High School)

Tasmanian youth presenting “Pulse of the Planet”
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East Timor
GREEN Timor Leste Annual Report.
Judy Charnaud
This year is my thirteenth in Oecusse – how
time flies when you are having fun! Way back in
January 2001 when I first arrived in Dili I had no
idea what it would lead to. I hope I have given
even half as much to the people of Timor Leste as
they have given me.
When I arrived in Dili in May this year something
seemed to be missing – no UN helicopters, no UN
aircraft, no UN cars, no UN personnel, in fact the
airport looked quite empty with just the Woodside
helicopters on the tarmac. Oddly enough though,
even without all the UN cars, the traffic in Dili
is worse, if that is possible, than it was before.
No traffic lights are working, in fact most seem
to have disappeared altogether and the chaos at
intersections has to be seen to be believed.

Village Environmental Action Planning in Maunaban

Oecusse continues to have more than its fair
share of problems – the ferry is in serious need
of repair, runs on one engine only is always dangerously overcrowded and has just been cancelled due
to potential disaster. A very small ferry will replace it for a few months whilst the larger one undergoes
repairs, meanwhile Oecusse people are once again stranded. Roads throughout the enclave are worse
than ever, potholes, rocks and the remaining shards of tarmac make driving a safety hazard! The hospital
has run out of some medicines and also fuel for the generator so operations have had to be cancelled
and patients have died as a result. Even though water is plentiful due to exceptionally long wet season,
it is still undrinkable due to faecal contamination and
turbidity.
What has GREEN TL achieved this year?
The Youth in Action GREEN Games went very well –
involving many thousands of players, referees, officials
and spectators. The grand finals of each sporting
discipline were “grand” affairs, complete with drum
bands, dancing girls, street parade and very intensely
played games. There is a full Games report on the
OzGREEN website.
GREEN TL has provided 11 more bio-sand filtration
units to families in Oetulu, Bocosse and Bona and have
another 20 in production.

A Bio sand filtration unit.
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We visited Maunaban to begin a new Village
Environmental Plan. The project in Maunaban is
supported by several Rotary Clubs – Balgowlah,
Brookvale, Dee Why, Gladesville and Randwick plus
a District Simplified Grant. Our trip up to the village
was delayed due to unusually heavy, unseasonal rain.
We toured the village with several locals, took water
samples from the spring which is the main water
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East Timor
supply and organised a date for the village meeting.
Two Rotarians, John Corney, (Assistant Governor Beaches and MFOO member) and Ian Bittner, (Epping
Rotary) came to see the project first hand and were most impressed by the excitement engendered by
the games, the professional way they were run and the respect shown to GREEN TL by the villagers we
visited.
The GREEN TL Youth Group is currently nurturing
2000 tree seedlings as every village we work with
wants to revegetate their catchment. These will
be planted out when the next wet season begins.
GREEN TL has been involved in community
planning for the Oecusse Special Economic Zone
and is in place to become one of the Environmental
Advisors for this development.
Brookvale Rotary funded the purchase of a new
motorbike which will take pressure off the car. The
car is costing a lot of money in repairs. GREEN TL
desperately needs a new car!

Oecusse Special economic Zone and 20 Year
Development Plan
The Timor Leste government has been busy
preparing a master plan for the “Oecusse Special
Economic Zone” Government delegates Arsenio
Bano and Mari Alkatiri have been in Oecusse
discussing the plan with local communities. The
Judy and Luis with UN officials
plan is very ambitious, maybe too ambitious for
a small enclave with a population of 65,000 most
of whom are subsistence farmers. However it is a
20 year plan with a $9 billion dollar budget so done carefully, step by step and including capacity building
for young people, it could be successful. The plan is to have Oecusse as a “Green City” so GREEN TL is in
the right place to act as environmental consultants and
ensure sustainability.
World Water Day March 22nd was marked with a
successful fund raiser in Sydney. World Water Day is the
ideal time to think about the importance of clean water
and the large number of people throughout the world
who do not have access to this very basic commodity. I
spoke at several schools and with help from Manly Friends
of Oecusse managed to raise over $6000. Thanks go to
students and teachers at Beaumont Road, Balgowlah
Heights, Harbord and St Kevins Primary Schools, Kinma
School and North Sydney Girls High and also to several
restaurants in the Manly district.

Youth in Action GREEN Games
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Friends of the Ganges
While the Clean Ganges Campaign has continued
its efforts to see that not one drop os sewage
enters the river, this has been a year tinged with
great sadness due to the loss of our great friend
and campaigner, Mahantji, Prof. V.B. Mishra, on
the 13th of March this year, and Sankat Mochan
Foundation director Dr DK Sundd. As the founder
of the Clean Ganges Campaign, Mahantji has
been the inspiration, driving force and figure head
for the Campaign and dedicated much of his life
working to see sewage and other pollution no
longer being discharged into the Ganges River.
Mahantji spoke often about being part of an
endangered species of human being who carry the
faith and tradition of India. For over 30 years he
campaigned to achieve the vision of Swatcha Ganga
(Clean Ganges). Through his determination, he
joined with his family, friends and faith to find the
solutions that would remove the sewage pollution
from River Ganga. The solution Mahantji called for
is simple and it exists.
It was Mahantji’s dream that Varanasi should be
the model for success for the rest of River Ganga.
To achieve this dream, the following action is
needed.
Capture: Install an interceptor pipe appropriate to
each location, to capture all the sewage before it
flows into the Ganga.
Clean: Install sewage treatment plants that
completely treat the sewage; that reclaim water
and precious nutrients; that require minimal
electricity to operate; that remove harmful
disease causing pathogens; and that sequester
carbon.

VN Mishra and VB Mishra inaugurate an SMF
function

Coordinate: Coordinate all existing bodies, national, state and local, to ensure they are working together;
ensuring effective pilot models before replicating; ensuring that the sewage treatment capacity matches
the levels projected for future population needs.
Check: Regularly verify that the sewage treatment system is functioning properly and monitor river
health.
Although he is no longer with us Mahantji’s spirit lives on and the campaign continues. Mahantji’s eldest
son Vishwambhar Nath Mishra (Veduji) was elected as the new President of the Sankat Mochan Foundation
on 25 March. Amid chanting of Vedic hymns Vishwambhar Nath Mishra was “ABHISHEK” (crowned) as
the 13th Mahant of the Sankat Mochan Complex (Akhaada Goswami Tulsi Das ji) on 26 March. This is a
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Friends of the Ganges
role he has been preparing for since birth.
Everyone involved in the campaign has realised they need to step up their efforts in order to ensure
Mahantji’s vision is fulfilled and his legacy ensured. For our part OzGREEN have been holding regular
skype meetings with SMF staff, RK Mishra and Ashok Pandey, and Catherine Porter from Friends of the
Ganges US. These meetings are helping to steer the campaign through this time of change.
In November the Sankat Mochan Foundation facilitated a Youth Leading the World congress for local
schools (see the YLTW report for more details).
The occasion of World Environment Day, 5th June, saw SMF conduct a public event on the banks of
the Ganges River at Tulsi Ghat. This was a time to celebrate the lives of Mahantji and two of his main
allies and co campaigners, Fran Peavey (US based activist who was instrumental in assisting Mahantji
to establish the Clean Ganges Campaign) and Dr D K Sundd (former Executive Director of SMF). A
photographic exhibition was held to engage the public and raise awareness of the campaign and its aims.
In addition lobbying of the Government continues in order to seek the release of funds for sewage works
that have been promised. Ensuring that this work is commenced as soon as possible is a major focus of
the campaign.
With the magnitude of the changes this year it is important that the Sankat Mochan Foundation and
its supporters regroup and establish the strategic directions of the campaign to fully involve the new
realities. Sue and Colin will be travelling to Varanasi in late October to work with SMF and our global
partners to assist the development of this plan and to help during this period of transition.

Sweet memories, February 2000 inauguration of Village water supply in Kanauli village near
Varanasi. L to R Sue Lennox, Col Lennox, Dr Sundd, Richard Jones and Prof VB Mishra
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Central America
The last 12 months here in Central America have been particularly raw, where massive environmental
degredation and the impacts of climate change can be seen on all sides. These two factors – hitting both
people and place – are exacerbating the cycle of poverty and destroying one of the most biodiverse
regions in the world. (http://www.projectseres.org/2013/08/27/the-ugly-face-of-climate-change/ )
SERES strategy however is not without reason. Going into the last financial year, we made a decision
to focus our work on youth
empowerment and sustainability
leadership through environmental
education and awareness. Why?
Because between Guatemala and
El Salvador, there are more than 15
million people aged under 30! This
is an opportunity not to be missed.
For the first time ever, the future
of this region lies in the hands of a
single generation.
Working with this strategy, we have
had a year that we are proud of.
Here are some of the highlights:
In 2012, working in partnership with
OzGREEN and OpEPA (Columbia)
we again had the opportunity to
send 7 young sustainability leaders
to Australia for 5 weeks of Climate
Change Resilience Training. The
commitment of these young leaders

Brainstorming
in supporting SERES’ work here in Central America is perhaps the
most valuable outcome, and they have greatly strengthened our
core team. (http://www.projectseres.org/2012/07/02/fellowsprepare-once-again-to-head-down-under/
In 2012, we ran 10 Youth Leaders programs, including 9 3-day
youth leadership congresses and a 4-day youth leadership
camp which generated a total of 25 Community Action Plans
in Guatemala and El Salvador. (http://www.projectseres.org/
annual-report/ )
In 2013, we have already overtaken last year’s results and have
run thirteen 3-day youth leadership congresses, bringing another
350 young people into the Youth Leaders for Latin America
network. We plan to run a total of 20 congresses in 2013.
For the first time ever, we ran two local Facilitator Training
Programs – one in Guatemala and one in Costa Rica – welcoming
20 wonderful young individuals as part of the team of mentors and
volunteer facilitators. (http://www.projectseres.org/2013/08/12/
heart-leaders-change-makers/)

Moises, Maricela and Bladimir,
congress San Rafael Cedros, El
Salvador
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We are currently gearing up for our 4th annual Youth Leading the
World camp – 4 days of training, sharing, personal development
and leadership work for 60 young people from Central America,
to be held in November in Guatemala.
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Central America
Our Youth Leaders have also been working with a talented
young local film maker in some “spotlights” that reflect their
community action plans. Check out some of their videos:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=at45YdArgb4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWhC7Myxhmg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1hpNX7HO7M
Quotes from recent congress in San Rafael Cedros, El
Salvador:
“My experience was incredible at this congress. I learnt
about the importance of caring for our planet and of
working as a team and be more co-ordinated so that we
can change - perhaps not the whole world - but yes, a part
of the world.”
Ana Maricela Gonzalez
“This was a great experience as there are so many things
that I didn’t know, so many ways in which I can start to
look after our environment. Now, I have so much energy
and desire to work to conserve the environment. We have
to give our all for the one that sustains us all - our mother
earth.”
Pedro Mozo
“This congress was unforgettable as were the facilitators.
The three days were like no experience I have ever had before, congratulations to SERES for your work
- you are amazing leaders!”
Emerson Bladimir Mayora
“I learnt so much about the changes that you can make in society and about where we are headed if we
don’t make those changes.
I really enjoyed learning to
work in a team, and realizing
how important it is to look
after the environment and
everyone and everything
around us.”
Ana Joselyn Peña

Community action plans. Photo © Piaf Producciones
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Australian Leadership Awards Fellowship
Climate Resilience Leadership Program
During September-October a team of emerging leaders from Colombia, El Salvador and Guatemala
travelled to Australia for 5 weeks, to participate in the Climate Resilience Leadership Program. The training
was a collaboration between OzGREEN and our Latin American partners Seres and OpEPA. The program
was supported by a grant from AusAID through the “Australian Leadership Awards Fellowship”.
The program was highly successful in meeting its objectives. A team of 7 fellows participated in the program
and were trained to facilitate key OzGREEN sustainability leadership and community programs including
Youth Leading the World and Village Environmental Action Plan program. Linkages between Australian and
the LAC Region have been strengthened with relationships developed between people and organisations
from 18 regions across Australia. Fellows have successfully delivered Youth Leading the World involving
young people from 15 locations in Colombia, Guatemala and El Salvador – with a target for 26 locations in
2013.
Fellows have returned to the LAC Region to work with local communities and youth with strong confidence
in their own capacity to be change leaders and facilitators.
The involvement of Gumbaynggirr Elders was of special significance to Fellows. Many are from small
Indigenous communities in the LAC Region.

The Climate Resilience Leadership Program Fellows
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20 Years of OzGREEN
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OzGREEN Board
Chairman
Gavin Keeley

Treasurer
Louise Johnston

(Joined July 2012)
Gavin Keeley is an experienced
Computer
Scientist
and
business leader with a career spanning nearly 30
years in international consultancy and executive
corporate roles across a diverse range of industry
sectors.

OzGREEN is an organisation I had
been involved in through the youth
programs, I am passionate about
their objectives and methodology
and wanted to contribute in a way that utilised
my key skills so it would be more meaningful
for myself and the organisation than unskilled
volunteering.

Sue Lennox
Co-Founder of Oz GREEN and
CEO, To Sue, OzGREEN is not a
job – it is her strategic response
to her deep concern for the
environment and her vision
to build a more sustainable,
peaceful and equitable world.
Sue, along with her husband Colin, has been the
driving force behind OzGREEN since it’s inception.
She has 30 years experience in environmental
education program innovation, development,
management and implementation in urban,
regional, remote and Indigenous communities in
Australia, India, Papua New Guinea, East Timor
and Pakistan.

Michelle Walker
(Joined Feb 2013)
Michelle has been involved with OzGREEN since
2007, when she attended a Youth LEAD camp
in Alice Springs and was moved by the young
peoples’ stories and the power of real listening.
On behalf of OzGREEN, Michelle volunteered for
the Clean Ganges Campaign in Varanasi, India,
assisting to run the 2010 YLTW Varanasi congress
and One Planet Week activities to reduce the ecofootprint of some Varanasi youth. With a degree in
environmental science, she has worked in water
conservation and water planning, and was a proud
recipient of the NT Young Achiever ConocoPhillips
Environment Award in 2007.

Nick Bearlin Allardice

Sharyn has been a supporter
of OzGreen since 2007 and has
completed the Leading with
the Heart workshop. She has a
Masters of Applied Science in Social Ecology and
a deep passion for supporting sustainability and
encouraging education of environmental issues.
She is proud to support OzGreen as a board
member.

Mark Caddey
(Joined May 2013)
Mark has 25 years’ experience
as with the NSW Department
of
Education
and
have
taught
agriculture,
science,
environmental and sustainability education.
Recently his work has involved revision
sustainability education through a new curriculum
framework and the Australian Curriculum. I
am the chair of Australian Association of
Environmental Education in NSW and as a
team we are developing a new framework for
education for sustainability for the community of
NSW. He sees OzGreen as being a key player
in the community environmental education,
engagement and action. The focus on building
capacity in young people to take on and solve the
complex environmental issues is both exciting
and challenging.

Julian Harris
(Resigned December 2012)

(Resigned December 2012)
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Fund for the Rivers Board
Chairman
Colin Lennox

(BSc, Dip Ed)
Co-Founder of Oz GREEN,
Convenor of the Oz GREEN
Management
Committee,
Member of the Board of
the Oz GREEN Fund for the
Rivers Public Gift Fund and
Executive Director. Colin has
a particular interest in the way the environment
(particularly water) impacts on development
in the majority world. His work with Oz GREEN
has convinced him that there is a desperate
need to work towards an equitable distribution
of resources amongst all peoples of the world.

Geoffrey Smith

(MSc)
Board Member OzGREEN Fund for the Rivers.
Geoffrey is a Founding member of OzGREEN.
Former State Waterwatch Coordinator, he
is currently Natural Systems Program Leader
with Blue Mountains City Council. Geoffrey’s
vision is for people to experience the sacred
nature of all waterways as living systems
essential to all life. Geoffrey has been active
in promoting sustainable alternatives to
address the Millenium Development Goals for
Freshwater and sanitation at the World Summit
on Sustainable Development in J’burg and the
World Water Forum in Kyoto.
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Treasurer
Stewart Smith

(BSc. Hons, M. Env. Law)
Member of the Board of Directors of the Oz GREEN
Fund for the Rivers Public Gift Fund. Stewart is
an Environmental Research Officer with the NSW
Parliament. “When visiting India and Nepal in 1989,
I was really touched by the spirituality of the Ganges
River. It crystalised for me the need for environmental
education to play an important part in people’s lives.
I support OzGREEN because it is an incredible force
in environmental education.

Sharyn WIlson

Sharyn has been a supporter of OzGreen since 2007
and has completed the Leading
with the Heart workshop. She has
a Masters of Applied Science in
Social Ecology and a deep passion
for
supporting
sustainability
and encouraging education of
environmental issues. She is proud
to support OzGreen as a board member.
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Oz GREEN Staff & Awards
Banksia Award Education Category Finalist 2008
Eureka Prize
National Museum of Australia Department of
Environment and Climate Change Alan Strom Award for
Environmental Sustainability Education, 2007.
Vodafone Australia Foundation World of Difference
Awarded to Ben Taylor to work with OzGREEN in 2004

Stormwater Industry Association
Finalist in Award of Excellence for Environmental Education
for Upper Parramatta River Catchment Education Kit 2003
Rivercare 2000 Award of Excellence 2000
for kids, companies and creeks Stormwater Action Projects
Environmental Educators of the Year - 1998
Association for Environmental Education (NSW)
NSW Government RiverCare 2000 Awards
Finalist in Diamond Award 1997, 1998, 2000
Oz GREEN co- founder Sue Lennox, for outstanding
contributions to achieving health in NSW rivers.

Sue Lennox 			
Gary Fry				
Colin Lennox
		
Judy Charnaud 			
Gabriel Anderson			
Rowan Lennox 			
Denise Aitken			
Benjamin Maron			
Anna Joy			
Dane Owen			
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RiverCare 2000 Accreditation
• “kids, companies and creeks” (1995),
• Our Place (1997),
• Dee Why WetlandCARE (1997),
• Stormwater Action Project (1998).
Banksia Environmental Awards
Sue & Col Lennox winners of the Water Category 1996

Social Ventures Australia BIGBOOST! Winners 2003
for Youth LEAD

RiverCare 2000 Gold Award 1995
kids, companies and creeks Project

RiverCare 2000 Silver Award 1998
Dee Why WetlandCARE

Banksia Environmental Awards
Finalists in the Education & Training Category 1996
Metro Pride Award - Keep Australia Beautiful Council:
Highly commended for the kids, companies and creeks
Project 1996
United Nations Association Media Peace Awards
Special Citation for Swatcha Ganga (Clean the Ganges)
video, 1994.
United Nations Association Media Peace Awards
Winner of major award “Fresh Water” video, 1991.
Keep Australia Beautiful Council - Landcom Sustainable
Communities Award
“Living Waters -Living Communities” 2001

Co-Chief Executive Officer, Co-founder (B Sc Dip Ed)
Co-Chief Executive Officer (MWLDMGT)
Executive Director, Co-founder (B Sc Dip Ed)
East Timor Program Manager (B Sc Dip Ed FGAA)
Programs Coordinator Hunter Valley (B App Sc Hon)
Finance & IT Manager (B Sc)
Office Manager
Program Coordinator (BEd Primary, Grad Dip)
Program Coordinator
Data Entry Assistant
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Supporters & Partners
Supporters

The Penn Foundation

The John Skipper Kelly Fund

Partners

Youth Leading the World Local Supporters & Partners
Bellingen
Shire
Council

White Leeds
Wetlands

